NRA Approved 200 Yard High Power Match
Sponsored by

The Anaconda Rifle & Pistol Club
DATE:

May 13 and June 10, 2016. Registration starts at 0800. Firing begins
at 0900.
Late registrations will not be honored.

LOCATION:

The Anaconda Rifle Club Pistol range is located approx. 5 miles west
of Anaconda near the Lime Quarry on Cable Road.

RULES:

Current NRA High Power Rifle Rules and NRA Classification. Rules
will govern the tournament.

EMPTY CHAMBER INDICATOR: Use of an ECI is required in all NRA Sanctioned Matches.

ENTRY:

Advance entries must be sent to:
Dick Miller (406) 563-2532
PO Box 1303
Anaconda, MT 59711
E-mail address is: warbucks556@gmail.com
(If there is a change in the match date, only those who send advance
entry information will be notified.)

FEES:

$25.00; $15.00 Junior entry. Entry Fees for the “Follow-on” Pistol
matches will be $7.00 - see page 2 for details.

ELIGIBILITY:

Open to all competitors

SQUADDING:

Competitors will be squadded for firing and pit duty. No hired pit service is available.

TARGETS:

Military type or service rifle for competition. SR 200 yd...

SR42-300 yd reduced for Firing at 200 yd...MR52-600 yd. reduced for firing at 200 yd.

RIFLE:

NRA Match or Service Rifle. Rules: 3.1, 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.3

SIGHTS:

Metallic or Scope/Electronic. Current NRA High Power Rifle and F
class rules will govern

AWARDS:

NRA Awards Points or cash equivalent. Awards to Match Winner: First
Place in each class. Second Place is more than 7 competitors in a
class, etc. If less than 3 competitors in a class, it may be combined
with another class. If less than 3 in the High Master class, they will
compete for Match Winner only. For the F Class Division, there will
need to be at least 3 competitors for awards to be made. F Class Division will not be broken into NRA classes unless there are sufficient
entries.

SCHEDULE:

MATCH 1________Slow-fire Standing. 2 sight-in and 20 shots for record. Time 22 minutes. SR-200 yd. target.
MATCH 2________Rapid-fire Sitting or kneeling. 2 sight-in and 20
shots for the record.
Time 60 seconds per 10 shot siring. SR-200 target.
MATCH 3________Rapid fire Prone. 2 sight-in and 20 shots for record. Time 70 seconds per 10 shot string. SR 42-300 target reduced
for firing at 200 yards.
MATCH 4 ________Slow fire Prone. 2 sight-in and 20 shots for record. Time 22 minutes.
MR52-600 yd. target reduced for firing at 200 yds.
MATCH 5________Aggregate of matches 1 through 4.

“Follow-on” matches: At the conclusion of the normal High Power Tournament, Outdoor Pistol matches
will be held. Squadding for these matches will begin after the High Power match Rounds should start
going down range NLT 3:00 p.m. You may sign up on your HP entry card and pay fees for these matches
at registration in the morning.

May 13 and June 10, 2016 - Outdoor Pistol Match, 90 record shots in 3 ea 30 shot NMC courses of
fire (Slow-fire, Timed-fire, Rapid fire). These matches will be fired on the Outdoor Pistol Range with all
shooting done at 25 yds. The Slow-fire Target, B-16 will be used at 25 yds. This is a reduced range target from the normal 50 yd. B-6 Target. Timed Fire and Rapid fire will be shot on the normal B-8 target.
Pistols allowed: revolver or semi auto. Sights: metallic sights, scopes or electronic dot sights (no laser
sights). Caliber .22 thru .45 ACP. Ideally, one NMC course will be fired with the .22 cal pistol and the
2nd with a Center fire but this is not a requirement. A 5 minute sight-in period will precede the 1st NMC
course. No other sight-in periods will be allowed. Scoring: competitors will score on the line - passing
their score cards right or left. All NRA conventional pistol rules will be followed. Fees: Entry fee for the
Pistol match will be $7.00. Awards - bragging rights.
With the reduced distance for the slow-fire stage most .22 pistols are a variety of center fire pistols
from match grade 45s to 9mm Glocks can compete. Firing position is standing using only the strong
hand.
Check out the NRA rules at http://www.nrahg.org/compete/RuleBooks/Pistol/pistol-book.pdf
NOTES: No lunch break is planned so be prepared. Camping is allowed on Anaconda Rifle Club property the night before and day of the scheduled match. Contact Dick Miller at (406) 563-2532 for the
range gate combination. Water and sanitary facilities are limited. For a list of motels in Anaconda or
Butte, do a Google search and you will have quite a choice. Be advised that the highway leading west
out of Anaconda toward the range has a 35 mph limit only turning to 45 mph in the last 1/2 mile. This
highway is actively patrolled.

